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Assessment Tools - Are You In a Pathological Love Relationship?
Relationship Skill Set For Narcissists, Anti-Socials and Psychopaths ©
Instructions: Check any of the skill sets listed below that would be helpful in
creating a healthy relationship.
Relationship Skill Set For Narcissists, Anti-Socials and Psychopaths
Grandiosity
Deceitfulness
Behavioral impulsivity
Lack of guilt, conscience, remorse, empathy
Pathological lying
Emotional and spiritual immaturity
Sexual promiscuity
Failure to accept responsibility for his behavior
Abandonment issues
Intense and rapidly fluctuating emotion
Gas lighting
History of failed relationships
Lacks insight how his behavior harms others
Inability to sustain positive changes
TOTAL UP YOUR CHECKMARKS
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Pathological Love Relationships Behavior List ©
* Impulse control problems
* Unregulated moods
* Out of control behaviors
* Relationship inconsistencies
* Violence (although not all PLRs do)
These dramatic and erratic psychological and behavioral problems means PLRs are
riddled with:
* Communication problems and consistently repeated poor behavior
* Gas lighting
* An inability to work through relational problems even with professional help
So it is no wonder that PLRS are additionally marked by the extremes in:
* Emotion (lack of empathy, insight, remorse)
* Excessive make up/break up cycles
* Intensity within the relationship
* A lack of evenness in the dynamics
* Existence of a hidden life and all that goes with that lifestyle
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Super Traits of Agreeableness and Conscientiousness Questionnaire
Check all that apply to you.
Super Traits of Agreeableness and Conscientiousness Questionnaire
Overall, before my aftermath or trauma symptoms, I tended to:
Have concern for social harmony
Value getting along with others
Be considerate, kind, generous
Be trusting and truth worthy
Be helpful and willing to compromise my interests to help others
Have an optimistic view of human nature (people are basically good and who
they say they are)
Be self-disciplined
Act dutifully
Aim for achievement and to fulfill outside expectations of me
Control most of my impulses that are not in my best interest
Value planning
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Is this aftermath trauma? ©
Is this aftermath trauma?
Check all that apply to you:
Do you have symptoms of depression, anxiety or even what you suspect is
Obsessive Compulsive disorder that is a result of the relationship?
Do you have symptoms of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)?
Do you have symptoms of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) even though
there was no violence, threat of violence, or belief that you were going to
die/seriously injured?
Did you experience gas lighting to extremity that it makes you question what
you thought you knew about yourself, others, and the world and/or made you
wonder if you were delusional?
Were your intrusive thoughts and/or flash backs mostly of the positive
experiences you had with the pathological partner?
Did you experience deep and unusual bonding with unmanageable craving even
when you knew he was probably disordered?
Did the relationship and its dynamics feel different than any other of the more
no mal ela ion hip o ha e been in
Did the relationship produce severe, unrelenting and debilitating cognitive
dissonance often referred to as ping pong brain or monkey mind jumping back
and fo h be een he good he bad I lo e him I loa he him
Did this emotional injury feel like it impacted as deeply as the spiritual level,
ha ome call o l damage
TOTAL ITEMS CHECKED

Are You In a Pathological Love Relationship?
© Copyright, The Institute for Relational Harm Reduction, 2013

Before you begin, be sure to download and print the accompanying Assessment Tool as you will
need to refer to it throughout this discussion.

Introduction and Are You in a Pathological Love Relationship
Assessment ™
A Pathological Love Relationship (PLR) is the name we have created to discuss the combination
of a woman with high relationship investment and cooperative personality traits (*) whose
intimate partnership is someone with a pathological disorder such as:
Borderline Personality Disorder
Narcissistic Personality Disorder
Anti-social Personality Disorder, or
Psychopathy
We have differentiated these relationships with this name to draw attention to what makes
PLRs different from merely bad or dysfunctional relationships, which they are often assumed to
be. The combinations of her personality trait of agreeableness often seen as cooperative
e nali and he high c n cien i ne c mbine c ea e ha e efe
a S e
T ai
He ai c mbined i h he a h l gical a ne a e he f nda i n f
understanding PLRs and why these relationships are not just difficult but dangerous and
extreme.
To know if your partner potentially has one of the disorders, click on the link below to gauge
trait factors associated with his behavior.
Note: Only look at the traits associated with Cluster B Personality Disorders on this page. We
are not discussing the other Clusters of Personality Disorders. This gives you a clue if a
disorder might be present. However, know that you cannot diagnose someone simply
from this checklist and without a mental health professional.
http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/personalitydisorders/basics/symptoms/con-20030111
Note: The link below provides the checklist of symptoms associated with Psychopathy. There
are 20 symptoms. Please note the ones for which your partner exhibited traits. This
gives you a clue if a psychopathy disorder might be present. However, know you cannot
diagnose someone simply from this checklist and without a mental health professional.
http://www.minddisorders.com/Flu-Inv/Hare-Psychopathy-Checklist.html
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Does your partner have a number of the traits and behaviors listed under any or all of the
personality/psychopathy disorders? If so, he may have enough traits to be a danger and risk to
you and your relationship.
In addition to the danger of a pathological personality disorder, there are also other mental
health problems that could be at play and a danger to you.
Non-violent, yet damaging behavior in a partner
Non- i len e damaging beha i a e f en h gh f a he g a a ea f beha i and
man a en
e if i i a e ela i n hi
blem n These often confused acts can
include cheating, hidden criminality, sexual deviancy, or an undisclosed life with other
partners/children/unexposed histories. These non-violent behaviors are indicators of current
and f
e dange
i k in ela i n hi and often the arrow pointing to deeper pathology.
Mental health problems
Mental health problems that present challenges are:
Un-monitored disorders (mental health disorders that require case management for
successful outcomes, (i.e. Bipolar, Schizophrenia, etc.),
Addic i n ha a e likel
im ac e e ne li e a nd hem
Potential or previous bad treatment outcomes with certain types of mental health
problems.
All f he e men al heal h

blem c n ib e

ha i a dange in ela i n hi

Violent or violently potential behavior in a partner
Violence is the most obvious risk factor of dangerous and pathological relationships although
not always present in every problematic relationship. The risk of violence and its connection to
Cluster B disorders and mental health and addiction problems makes it a combined risk factor.
(For more information on pathology, read our books Women Who Love Psychopaths 2nd Ed and
How to Spot a Dangerous Man.)
Relationships of extremes
PLRs are most identifiable by their extremes. This extremeness is seen in all aspects of the PLR
related to the people, relationships, and outcomes. These include the extremes of:
*

His disorders

*

Her elevated personality trait risk

*

The relational dynamics
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*

I

af e

a h to the victim/partner and, even its negative impact on others

When extremes exist in all parts of the relational equation, it creates something that looks like
this:
An extreme (personality) disorder + with extreme (pathological) behavior in the
relationship + with an extreme personality risk in the victim = imparting extreme
trauma
Th T fec a f T a a -- his extreme disorder, her extreme risk, and their extreme
relationship, create an outcome of traumatic inevitable harm to her and to those around her.
How do I know if my relationship Is a PLR?
The way to know if your relationship is a PLR and not merely a bad relationship is to see if the
pieces to the puzzle for the Trifecta are there. If it has the components of a PLR, then it is
indeed a PLR.

A.

B.

D.

C.

As seen in the puzzle piece above, the three Trifecta elements
(A.) Partner with Cluster B/Psychopathic Personality Disorder + (B.) Dramatic and Erratic
Relational Dynamics + (C.) A Partner with Super Traits = (D.) Extreme Aftermath Symptoms
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are all the combined indicators of a PLR. This chapter will help you identify the three puzzle
pieces of the Trifecta and its consequences of aftermath
trauma to know if you are in a PLR.

Puzzle Piece # 1: A Partner with a Cluster B /
Psychopathic Personality
Disorder ©
One of the most important factors for determining a PLR is
begi i g i h I he e i a a h l gical di de i
e f
he a e
Thi a e beca e a
c ei a
relationship cannot be normal when one of the primary
partners is abnormal. We know to look for abnormality in
the relationship when there is abnormality in a person. This
is one of the most distinguishing differences between a true PLR and a
bad/abusive/dysfunctional relationship. The partners who are dysfunctional and who do not
ha e a a h l gical
ch a hic Cl e B e
ali di de hich i he ki -of-dea h
relationships may have a chance of rehabilitation so that a relationship will work. The merely
dysfunctional MIGHT be able to work through communication, relational, and other behavioral
problems with professional help in order to build a workable relationship.
But the low-conscienced partners are not the material of relationship rehab. They are instead
those relegated to the palliative care of disengagement due to such unrelenting chronicity. The
pathological partner is affected during their emotional and even neuro development which
causes the possibility of relationship rehabilitation to drop below a real possibility of salvaging
it. Their relational rehab is inhibited by the three inabilities associated with their personality
disorders. These inabilities that lead a relationship into a dead end circle are:

©copyright, The Institute for Relational Harm Reduction 2009
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Bad, abusive, or dysfunctional relationships may not have these hallmark inabilities or the
Cluster B and/or psychopathic disorders related to pathology. We believe partners who have a
pathological disorder and whose patterns in life reflect these inabilities are probably a PLR.
In Chapters One and Two (in the original Women Who Love Psychopaths) you came to
understand the nature and causes of personality disorders as well as the inabilities. Above, we
provide a link to a site that helped you identify if he had traits from one or more personality
disorders and psychopathy.
If he had traits that showed the probability of Borderline Personality Disorder,
Narcissistic Personality Disorder, Anti-Social Personality Disorder and/or Psychopathy
generated from the check lists, then that establishes your first piece of the PLR Puzzle.
Now, on to the second.

Puzzle Piece # 2:

Dramatic and Erratic Relational
Dynamics ©

A PLR relationship is the byproduct of extreme factors which
we have established as his extreme personality disorder(s) and
her extreme cooperation/empathy/tolerance-based Super
Traits (see next puzzle piece). These extremes are brought to
e a
de e
a ea
Some of the
relationship building skills the low-conscienced partner brings
to this process are listed in the Relationship Skill Set for
Narcissists, Anti-Socials and Psychopaths. (Please complete this quiz in the Assessment Tools
d c e
a
e a ead d
aded a d
ed
Check any of those that are on the list? T a
a I
T e e e e d de
a
conscienced partner produces extreme behavior in both him from having the disorder and, in
her as a reaction to his disorder. These invariably are experienced within their relationship. The
best clues the a
ca a e
ea
a e e ab a
ae e e
a e
e e
e a e e e ed
e DSM
c a e dramatic and erratic N
ee a
dramaa ADHD ca e b a d a a c a d e a c a e d ca
more serious
problems connected to the items listed in the Pathological Love Relationships Behavior List.
(Please refer to the Assessment Tools d c e
a
e a ead d
aded a d
ed
Looking at all these lists, it is clear the pathological partner brings nothing to the table from
which to build a healthy relationship. The relationship will be seriously impacted by this much
pathology.
B
e e C e B d de a
e e ed a e da e
a d e ee b e
a
theorists. Disorders that are based on impulse control problems, erratic emotions, and a
reduced conscience are those for whom the world is their oyster and who are not afraid to live
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up to the disorders descriptors of severe behavior with dangerous outcomes. While all of the
pathological partners are not always violent so they choose to perpetrate destruction in other
more insidious white-collared ways, these are indeed the disorders that can be frequently
violent in ways that are capable of evoking fatal and near fatal wounding. After all, what
disorders do we assume are associated with Scott Peterson, OJ Simpson or Jodi Arias?
If this largely defines your relationship and the dynamics within it, we will assume that
he a h l gical a ne di de called dramatic and erratic indeed a e im ac ing
your relationship. For now, we will conclude that this third relational puzzle piece for a
PLR describes your relationship.

Puzzle Piece # 3: A Partner with Super Traits ©
The next piece of the Pathological Love Relationship puzzle
ha
d i h he a h l gical a ne l e in e e
you,
his partner. Women who love someone with a pathological
disorder have flown under the radar for detection and
identification which may make this the first time you are
learning ha
super traits a e
h he a e a f
a PLR.
PLRs are relationships of extremes in all factors related to it.
That includes you. The unusual bundling of elevated
personality traits makes a partner the perfect target for someone in the pathology range. These
elevated personality traits, researched and named by The Institute a Super Trait
im ac
he abili
ead ed flag and lea e
ne In fac n bbed em a h f
ic im i f en
ba ed n h didn he lea e and a me various reasons when she does not leave. These
are largely based on domestic violence theory which holds to the belief that staying is related to
economic, religious, and familial restraints that prevent earlier exiting.
But some of the risk factor lies in her personality make-up, according to our personality
research, that does not contribute to the economic, religious or familial restraints but, instead,
to cognitive and self-perceptual injuries which impair her ability to read red flags, respond
sooner, and stay disengaged
The Institute for Relational Harm Reduction © 2009 and The Institute for Relational Harm
Reduction Research © 2014.
Our research has indicated a specific grouping of elevated personality traits (referred to by The
Institute a S e T ai
The e a e ela ed
e nali
ai f ag eeablene
f en
seen as cooperativeness) and conscientiousness. Take an abbreviated Super Traits of
Agreeableness and Conscientiousness Questionnaire. (Please complete this quiz in the
Assessment Tools d c men ha
e al ead d nl aded and in ed
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Le face
e e a ed c
ea
-based traits who could tolerate a narcissist or
psychopath? These beautiful, but extremely elevated, personality features make her super
traits a natural pairing for the extremes of the pathological partner who are lacking in all these
traits. These are her continued risk factor for future PLRs in her lifetime. Her super traits are the
target on her back and that which we wonder, if the pathological partner seeks.
If you answered yes to five or more items listed in the Questionnaire, we are going to
believe, for now,
a eS e T a a d a e e
d ece f e PLR P
e Le
look at the next one.

Puzzle Piece # 4: Extreme Aftermath Symptoms ©
Relationships that are composed of a partner whose
personality is extremely disordered with a victim whose
personality is extremely empathetic and tolerant, creates
relationship dynamics that are extremely damaging. We
efe
e e f ea
a
a i e i able ha m . A
low-conscienced, remorseless, gas lighting, reality-twisting,
pathological liar is being loved by a tolerant, empathetic,
cooperative, trusting, warm and open victim. How else can
this possibly end?
The extremity of his disorder would be highly traumatic and impactful to almost anyone. (Just
look at the turnover rate of those who deal with the pathological partner on a regular basis
whether professionally or personally.) But to a person at the opposite end of the pathological
personality trait spectrum who is highly sensitive and full of warm empathic feelings, who loves
deeply and is highly committed to the relationship--this much pathology is utter trauma.
In fact, this type of trauma has a descriptive phrase and symptoms associated with it that
differs from other trauma- e d de
a
ca
a PLR
e e e ce I
ca ed Aftermath a d
efe
de c
ef ec e f e da ag g a d
extremely per a e e e ce
a
g a d ca
Afterwrath
Afterpath
Aftermath is the normal reaction (usually from prolonged exposure) produced from extended
personal interactions with pathological disorders such as the Cluster B personality disorders
and psychopathy.
Aftermath impacts deeply the intimate partners and/or children of the low-conscienced. But it
also can produce aftermath in others who have prolonged exposure through family
relationships, work, entrapping friendships, therapists who have attempted to treat them, case
workers, attorneys and others who have extended interaction. In fact, it is odd to find people
who have not bee
ac ed b
e fa eac g da age f a C e B
c
a
eac
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Aftermath can have overlapping symptoms of other types of mental health fall out from a PLR
such as depression, anxiety, and any of the trauma related disorders like Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD).
Most survivors of a PLR do not emerge from the relationship with merely depression or anxiety
but instead are often told the unusual statement that they have symptoms of Complex PTSD (CPTSD b
fe d
ee
e f he ecific c i e ia f PTSD PTSD diag i ca be i hhe d
if the victim did not experience violence or did not have extreme fear that they would die/be
harmed. Since some of the slick master- i d f
ch gica
e d
e gage i
physical violence that could be tracked back to them, it is not unusual for victims to never have
experienced violence in the relationship yet have profound symptoms of PTSD. This diagnostic
glitch is often an indicator of PLR Aftermath because she is traumatized in a unique way often
associated with PLRs. While she begins to suspect she has something like PTSD, she may find it
hard to find a therapist to agree with her.
But Aftermath has other hallmark features of its own, hand-stamped by the low-conscienced
himself that differ from PTSD and will be discussed later throughout the chapters discussing the
relationship and then again in Chapter 11 specifically about Aftermath and why the diagnostic
glitch exists.
Si ce PLR a e a ab
he e e e f a a
f he e a i hi he ic i
e e e
symptoms are often an indicator of not just PTSD, but of a PLR. We should expect no less that
the most disordered and damaging partners would produce the most damaging extreme
symptoms. (Please complete the quiz, Is This Aftermath Trauma, in the Assessment Tools
d c e ha
e a ead d
aded a d i ed
If you answered yes to five or more items in the quiz, it is likely that you have or are
experiencing Aftermath due to a PLR.
This last puzzle piece of the PLR is the result of what The Institute refers to as The Trifecta of
Trauma the other three puzzle pieces related to his disorders, your own super traits, and the
pathological relationship dynamics.
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The Whole Picture: Identifying PLRs ©
We have been able to identify PLRs because thousands of victims over 25 years have
consistently described these peculiar elements of a relationship with a Cluster B personality
disordered/ psychopathic partner. The elements they routinely described were all related to
e e i ie ha e ha e di c ed i hi cha e U f
a el he fi e cl ck e i
punctuated with these relationships of extremity labeled a ab i e hile i i g he i e
combinations that can alert us to the dangerousness of a highly damaging PLR relationship.
Thousands of victims have come to be able to identify their relationship as a PLR so they can
begin to see their rela i hi a d hei
i ligh f ha i
l a Y ca heal
ha
ca ide if Thi cha e ha hel ed
d j
ha
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The Attraction Cocktail
By Jennifer Young, LMHC
People can be ind ced o
Molière

allo an hing, p o ided i i

fficien l

ea oned i h p ai e

?
relationship? What did you do wrong to land THIS guy? The answer begins with what could be
A
C
.
There is this powerful potion that has brought the two of you together. This potion consists of the
first three Super Traits ident
:
Excitement Seeking

Extraversion

Dominance

These are a few of the rare traits that you both posses in high amounts. In your cup and in his cup
these traits are spilling over. Remember you both posses these at the high end of the trait cut off
at 85-95%. Most average people would not test that high in these traits. So, what we have are
two high excitement seekers who are both extraverts, looking for a win. Sounds like a recipe for
inevitable harm to me - but not immediate harm!
First, and almost within minutes, there is fire and passion, understanding and power, lust and
energy. There is electricity - maybe in a way that you have never felt before. While some people
, you see him as passionate and understanding. In the very
. For him,
though, it s about building your trust and testing your boundaries.
L
that contribute to the potion.

ingredient offers its own unique characteristics

I
, I
E
-Seeker. I do not like to
jump out of
! B
(
) an that. It can
mean that you like to take risks - personal risks, financial risks, professional risks.
It can be that thing that creates in you the desire to go out on a limb, maybe go to the nightclub
on your own or sign up on a dating site or go on a blind date. These are not the things that
someone who desires boredom would do. It is the excitement you seek in your hobbies
aybe
cycling, hiking or traveling. It is the excitement that you get from going to a great job every day a career that drives you to go for it!
!
innovative)
I

!
(
. Think about it. That thing that

.I
,

So, le
.H
comes, looking for some

?
,
!P

!I

!H

, get out there, take risks

with no regard for others. His risks are more about feeding his energy. This energy is part of his
pathology. You know that feeling you get when you meet someone who just overwhelms
e c a
fe e ce e g
a
d e
!T a
ee e g fa
psychopath that must be fed with exciting things.
He game for anything! In fact, you may have noticed that if you mention a hobby, it probably
is his hobby too! (Later, you find out that he never really liked to do that - it was just part of his
hook). He probably loves to travel - if you do; he loves to bike - if you do; he loves to go out
with friends - if you do; he loves art - if you do; he loves to go camping - if you do; he loves to
go boating - if you do.
Whatever he can do that you do, e d . I
a e c
two excitement-seekers meet, it is a chance to join.

g? A d e e

e

e

: W en

For you it is a chance to build trust; for him a chance to take trust. For you it is a chance to create
a bond; for him a chance to build an attachment. For you a chance to feel a connection - someone
finally understands you; for him a chance to make you think that he is just like you and that he
understands.
Your need for excitement means that you take risky chances. Sometimes those risks do not pay
off. You (and everyone else in the world) is also more likely to go along with others when you
are in a heightened state of excitement. And herein lies the benefit: Because you are an
e c e e ee e
be ab e
ee
c
a e
a
a a d a bag f c
.
Inevitably, once the relationship progresses, it will become clear that his excitement-seeking
fades and the façade he built to trap you will fall to pieces. He bores easily - not because you are
boring, but because he cannot sustain the emotional energy that it takes to remain in the
relationship. He bores because he cannot do the emotional work to remain committed and he
does not have the depth to go where you can go.
You can turn your wonderful, exciting experiences into real emotional, energy-building bonds,
and forging strength and character for yourself. He has used the opportunity to manipulate you
into being under his control. When he is done with that task, he must find someone else to fuel
his need for excitement.
What about the ingredient of Extraversion? You might see in yourself a person who openly
engages in conversation, someone who is curious about others, and often is impulsive in social
situations. You might be the person who leads in a group or offers to help out more often than
others. You are willing to tell your story, share your thoughts, and contribute. Your extraversion
wrapped up with excitement-seeking makes for a pretty great package - life of the party even.
So, mixing it up in the room is another extravert. He has no problem going up to complete
strangers (how exciting!) and introducing himself and then telling you his life story (or whatever
e
a
ea ). He
g e
c c f de ce a d
b a ad
a
e . He d a e e e
e
e grandiose - a LOT grandiose!

H
a
a
a
a a
a .I
a
a
convinces you he is what you want him to be. (They are really good at this part - creating that
mask of normalcy.)
Extraversion is a great trait to have but herein lies the risk. Your extraversion lets him know that
you might play his game. Your extraversion means you will do the exciting things he likes to do.
It also means that you are curious and probably would not turn down an offer for fun or the offer
a
b
a,
b
.
Y a
a
a
just the guy for you. But there is one thing about extraversion that makes you different from him!
That is your ability to truly bond with others. And herein lies the benefit. You must become truly
bonded with someone to maintain a relationship.
Extraversion may bring you two together but you need mutual understanding, respect, and
unconditional love. This is not what he provides in the long run. It will become clear at some
point that his extraversion was a rue to hook you. His mask will fall and you will see that he is
really a lonely, empty person who transforms to meet the needs of those around him. You will
begin to use your extraversion as a way to break free of him.
When the dynamics of the relationship become clear you will seek out help. You will find people
around you who can support you. Your curiosity will lead you to answers and help. You will not
a a
a
a .Y
what you need.
The final main component of the Attraction Cocktail is Dominance and then, just a splash of
Competitiveness.
N

,D

a

!T
a
a,a
,
a , W a,
?Ia
a ! B
a
,
a
a
a
.I
a
a
a .I
ance that over powers. It is
the kind that takes charge. Your dominance does put you in control without being controlling. It
tells others that you know what you want and will do what you need to do to get it, even if it
means you want a relationship with a certain exciting man.
So, there he is Y

.H

a
a , B

a

a

a a

!

!

H
a
a
a
a a a
.T
a
rgy.
T
a
,b ,
,
.H
dominance means he wants to have power over you. His power is the kind that is controlling but
a
a a
a
a
a
to get it. He will use his dominance to appear as if he is your equal. He will move in your circles
and appear to be everything you need. And he will do it with swagger.
B

a

a

b

.A

.

Your dominance is not the same as his and when that difference becomes undeniably different,
you may already be hooked. You may spend the middle to later part of the relationship fighting
for your own power only to realize that you are completely powerless to his control of you.
Y
a a
a
a a
a
(
a
a
always in control and it is finally nice to have someone match you) but that feeling soon fades.
By the t
,
a b a
.A
b
.Y
a
b
power that, in the end, does free you. You will learn how he controls you, you will learn his
patterns and with that information you will gain control and dominance - the kind of control and
dominance that will set you free.
S ,

a

a

,

,a
b
,
a a a
C
.I
al traits
that you both have in common and that you both have in high amounts so it makes sense that it
adds to the power of the initial attraction.
L
a!Y
bab
a
.N
a
they are talking about or with someone who is not equally matched to your intelligence, but a
fight that helps you gain an edge - a smarter outlook, a challenge to build your depth of
knowledge. You would not back down if someone came at you with inaccurate information.
You have a need to make things right, to get the facts and share the facts. Additionally, you will
not tolerate being accused of untruths or called inappropriate names. If you think you are not
competitive, ask yourself how you would react if someone called you a name or lied about you. I
bet you would not back down to that. Well, guess what! He does not like to back down either.
He likes a challenge so he is looking for someone who will tangle with him. This type of
emotional tangle is just what he loves. He loves to engage in emotional wrangling. It feeds his
need for power. When he can control you emotionally he knows that you are invested in the
relationship. And herein lies the risk. This relationship is going to feel like a challenge to both of
you in the beginning.
To you, a less passive man probably seems boring. Furthermore, you are not afraid to battle it out
a
a
.S
a
a a
a a
fight. You also might find it a challenge to a
a
a
b
, a
a
NOT
a
you think he is.
Your competitiveness means that you are willing and able to battle it out in court. You will go
head to head with him and that is just what he wants. And herein lies the benefit. Once you know
who he is, you will fight like hell to get out. You will realize that you have won because he no
longer has the power that comes from your lack of awareness. More importantly, being
competitive helped you build a great life.
You fought for things that were important to you - an education, a great career. It helped you to
challenge others and yourself to always be the best and find the best in others. It helped you

make good decisions and take a pro-active approach to almost everything.
The best thing about being competitive is that you are often successful. The reason you are
successful is because part of competition is knowing when you have been beaten - knowing
when to cut your losses and move on to a challenge you can win. It is not about being so
a
a
a a
b ab
a I
.Y
,
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with all the other traits you possess, leads to more than a need to win. Your traits lead to success.
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smarts and street smarts and relationship smarts will not out smart his ability to psychologically
damage you. Prolonged exposure leads to inevitable harm. Once you know this the battle is over.
By the end of the relationship, you may not even feel competitive anymore. He has taken it from
you. The energy, fire and gusto that you once had may seem gone. But spend some time away.
Talk with your girlfriends or family about it. Your fire will return. Your brain will tell you to put
down the sword and walk away from the emotional vampire; walk away from the battle that you
cannot win. Ultimately, and in the end, this is where the similarity stops and the pathology
begins.
Someone who is pathological does not want someone like themselves. Ultimately they know that
they lack certain things other people have and they are on a never ending search to get those
things. And, because they will never get or be those things, they will use your emotions to
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you create a big, full life in every other area of your life.
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My suggestion is to use these traits and take the Joyce Brown approach to life. Accept that you
are an extraverted, excitement-seeking, dominant, competitive woman. Once you own that, and
claim (or re-claim) the benefits, you will find new ways to feed that part of you.
Remember, these are NOT deficits! They are overflowing traits you possess so you must use
them. You must do it carefully and cautiously, but you must use them.
Think outside the box. These are just a few suggestions that will feed your need to be
extraverted, do exciting things, be a leader and engage with others:
F
a bb . L a
a a
a
Take up a political cause or join a social action group.
Work with a non-profit agency on an issue close to your heart.

a .

Start a club or group focused on a topic, issue, or hobby you enjoy.
Learn to ride a motorcycle or take up waterskiing (go big or go home, right?)
Most importantly, you will be using your traits in a way that YOU can control. If you are
carefully and thoughtfully aware of who you are and what you need, no one can come along and
take that away from you.
© www.saferelationshipsmagazine.com
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Healing Checklist
Take a moment and place a check next to the statements that are true for you more days than not, within
the last thirty days. Be sure to enter the date above so that, as you move through your recovery, you can
track and compare your progress from where you were in the beginning and what you have accomplished.
I have improved focus and concentration.
I have improved short and long term memory.
I have been able to return to activities that I used to enjoy.
I have experienced an improved sense of calmness.
I have experienced an improved sense of peaceful.
I know that I made the right decision.
The stresses that I experience now feel less stressful.
I have an increased ability to manage stressful situations.
I feel more sane and centered.
I have a new sense of self.
I feel stronger.
I have more resolve.
The fog is lifted.
I no longer feel desperate.
I have an improved ability to care for myself-sleeping, eating, exercise.
I have strengthened and/or returned to my personal values and preferences (likes and dislikes).
I no longer isolate and do have a desire to meet other people - go out with friends (even re-establish relationships)
I have decreased intrusive thoughts including improved ability to manage those thoughts-resolving them quicker.
I have re-established personal boundaries-no longer sacrificing who I am.
I have re-established reality based thinking.
I have decreased self-doubt and I am more secure and confidant in my decisions.
I have a changed worldview.
I have decreased cognitive dissonance related to who he is and what happened in the relationship.
I have decreased cognitive dissonance related to who I am.
I have established or re-established bonded relationships with loved ones.
The anger has been released.
I experience indifference about him.
I have an increased understanding of pathology and fully accept the disorder.
I have released resentment towards him and the relationship.
The need for revenge is gone.
I have forgiven myself for the violations of my personal boundaries and having relinquished my own values.
I have more energy.
I feel joy and happiness.
I am more resilient.
I have a positive expectancy about the future.
I have an improved ability to prioritize myself and my needs.
I am living in the present-having let go of regrets of the past and fears about the future.
I am experiencing less reactivity internally.
I am experiencing less reactivity externally.

My Cup is Empty … Can You Help Me Out?
By Jennifer Young, LMHC, Director of Survivor Services
A pathological relationship might begin with the Attraction Cocktail of excitement-seeking,
extraversion and competitiveness, but soon it evolves into something
e it requires
something more to feed it. What a pathological relationship must have is Cooperation,
Helpfulness and Compassion.
I am sure you are thinking these are not really the things you might think of when you think of
pathology, but that makes them all the more needed. Keep in mi d ha a a h gica
c
is
e
they lack a sense of cooperation, helpfulness and compassion. So, in order to fill their
needs, they MUST find someone who possesses these traits.
It is important to understand the mask a pathological wears. The e i i
di i c a
the outside perception that they present, and the dark, empty underside of who they really are. As
they move through life, they learn to compensate for their deficiencies. One way to compensate
is by using what others have and presenting it as their own.
Cooperation
One of the traits they often cling to is cooperation. They need you to be cooperative. They need
you to play along. The a e
i g a ca
and without your cooperatio i j
t work.
Herein lies the risk: You are optimistic, and supportive; you are willing to go the extra mile
to make things work and, if there is a problem,
a e a f he fi i team. Make no doubt about it you go along with the program. I s
e the program that is presented is prett da c i ci g b
i , i s your high degree of cooperation that allows you to be the
perfect partner for pathology.
In our brain, a cooperative mind means we will stay stuck in the deceit. We will continue to
a ici a e i he he g d/he bad scenario. As long as we stay there, we cannot get out. The
good news is that, once you listen to the facts and make a decision about what you are
experiencing, it is hard to keep playing. This is the beginning of the end of the relationship.
Herein lies the benefit: Just as quickly and as committed as you are to cooperate, you will
be
just as fast. You are no sucker. Because of who you are, there
i be
ki g back ce
ee hi
ide
once you know
you are dealing with someone who is pathological. Acknowledging
this deeply and honestly acknowledging this makes all the
difference for you. Making the decision to leave and get out is one
hi g getting the intrusive thoughts to stop is another.
As a result of his mask his presentation of two sides you will continue to struggle with
questioning yourself and what you experienced. Your cooperative mind will want to go along
wi h he
ga
he
fac -fi di g i d tells you something completely different. The
benefit here is that you have the choice to cooperate to cooperate with the facts.

If you can lean on those around you ( h a e
bab e i g
he i
g d, he da ge
,
he a
gf
) and the facts as they are presented (he lied to you, stole from you,
manipulated you),
i ha e a
ch be e cha ce a e
i a hea i g healing that will
last long after you have had no contact.
Helpfulness
The next trait a pathological relationship requires is helpfulness. This goes hand in hand with
cooperation. You are one helpful person. A pathological needs that too. He needs to know that
you will do what you need to do to get the job done. He also needs to know you will stand by
him when times get tough.
See, the program he
i gi
e big c
so sometimes others challenge him. These
challenges can be direct or indirect. They can come from family (yours or his), from co-workers,
from friends or acquaintances. No matter the direction, he needs to know that you will be right
he e be ide hi
to stand up for him. You, after all, are just trying to help. He plays the victim
and you, the rescuer. It is one of the dynamics that keeps you locked in.
Herein lies the risk: You are eager and willing to get he j b d e be the person to
provide assistance and guidance. You want to make thi g igh
e
things straight. He needs a person who will make his mask seem e
someone to vouch for him. Sometimes, you are the person who helps
seal the dea
ake his con appear real. How could he be lying about
who he is with you on his arm?
Herein lies the benefit: You are not going to help someone con others. The gig will be up
when you really see him for who he is. You can then use your
helpfulness to make sure no one else gets hurt. In turn, you are helping
yourself.
You are the kind of person who will be just as strong in aligning against him as you were
aligning with him. Y
i he
ef
you are the kind of woman who will seek out
what you need. You will search the I e e
i
fi d a
e a d he
d
you will
apply the skills needed to disengage and begin healing.
There are a couple of ways to address these traits so that they do not become a risk but are more
of a benefit. Your cooperation was tested early on in the relationship. You may have been asked
to do things or led to do things just to see if you would follow through. Take a moment and think
about the early stage of your relationship. Did you complete tasks that were outside of your
e
a b
da ie
late night meetings, compromising sexual requests, unannounced visits,
requests for money?
Take a moment and list these requests or experience-title he , Red Flags-Boundary
Breakers. These represent ways in which your cooperation and helpfulness was
ef i g
from your own cup. Your desire to cooperate and be helpful was greater than your desire to stay
true to who you are.

A o begin o heal o can e hi li a a reminder of here o r bo ndarie are give
yourself a chance to firmly instill them so that no other person will be allowed to cross them.
Compassion
Compassion is such an important trait to possess. It implies a caring for others which includes
understanding, awareness and identifying with others. It is the acknowledgement that you "get"
them. You clearly understand not only who they are but also their pain and hurt. You are the
person who feels what others feel. With your compassion you not only feel what others feel but
you are compelled to do something to help them. Your compassion is a word of action because
you are a person of action. But it is this action that puts your trait over the top.
This is the
h ch
c
a
e
f
c a d
he c
f
someone whose cup may be empty. For someone who is pathological, your compassion is what
they need. They do not have compassion for others so they take yours, using it to manipulate and
strengthen their mask. They mask the horror of who they are with the fantasy of who you need
them to be.
Herein lies the risk: He is just looking for someone to believe his story, and it is usually a
really good one. He needs someone to believe that he is the victim and
he is worthy of "compassion" and "help" so you will cooperate. Once
you listen to his story, your compassion kicks in and you will do
everything you can to help him and join the team. Compassion is the
feeling which drives your helpfulness and cooperation. Remember, for
you, compassion is an action word.
Herein lies the benefit: Once you realize who and what he is, your compassion shifts. It is
hard to have compassion for a thief and a liar. It is hard to have
compassion for a con-artist and a manipulator. So, when the day finally
comes when you see who he is your compassion shifts. Again, your
shift of compassion combined with knowledge and resourcefulness
leads you to get out of the relationship. You are no longer willing to
participate in his charade, no longer willing to feel his pain. But the
most interesting part about real compassion is that it will evolve into
compassion for his disorder.
The truth is that he has a disorder which will never go away. He is missing something that others
have and he has lived his life compensating for his deficiency. The symptom of his disorder is
inevitable harm for those who end up in an intimate relationship with him. His disorder is
incurable.
After a while, you will learn that the best way to leave the relationship and begin your healing
journey is through compassionate disengagement. You will begin to understand how you would
never ask a blind person to see anymore than you would ask a pathological to feel. You will
acce he cha g g a e f he c d
fc
a
c
a
which
understands limitations. Compassionate disengagement means you have chosen to see his

disorder, understand his disorder and move toward healing the effects of his disorder by leaving.
The action of your compassion has now turned toward your healing.
Take a minute to think about the "feelings" you may still have for him. If compassion is still an
overwhelming feeling, then take a minute to focus on what you are resisting. Your continued
compassion that pulls you toward him is a sign you are not truly convinced as to who and what
he is.
Take a minute to list the reality of your relationship. You can list the experiences you have had
that led you to believe he was pathological. List the undeniable behaviors or experiences you
a e
e ed a d e e
e
g e
d have done but did not do. When you compare
your list of reality to the behaviors that are typical in pathology, the reality will be undeniable.
With the facts comes compassion that his disorder is unchangeable and you can begin to
disengage.
The trio of Super Traits - Cooperation, Helpfulness and Compassion - are traits that tell us what
a e
ffe
e
a d
e f. These traits represent your ability to give back, to care,
to share and to understand. They are not the kind of traits you would want to "go away". They
are not the kind of traits you would want to stifle. These are the traits which have allowed you to
understand others and make things happen. They have allowed you and driven you to make
things better. They have created in you a light that others feel and are drawn to.
As with all the other traits that overflow in you, the solution is not to put the light out but to turn
e
g a ageab e and something not so bright that those who have NO light are
filled with YOUR light.
These are your traits your gifts and they should not be handed out to just anyone. Tie them up
with a bow and keep them to yourself!
© www.saferelationshipsmagazine.com

Mini Super Trait Check List
© 2009 The Institute for Relational Harm Reduction

(For the entire list of Super Traits in more detail ee
2nd Edition.)
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Background
The Institute, the first researcher, and continuing as the main research producer, on the issue
f W e Pe
a T a Ee a
Wh Ha e Bee
Re a
h
hC e
B P ch a h c Ma e Pa e had a i e e i hi he
i he
. Beginning in 2006,
Sandra L. Brown, M.A, began an in depth study of existing data on women in these relationships
and began her research shortly after. The first findings of her early research were published in
he fi edi i b k f Women Who Love Psychopaths ili ing The TCI instrument. In 2014,
she began the second research study with Purdue University and personality researcher, Dr.
Doug Samuel, PhD. The findings of this ground-breaking research will be published in a
professional journal in 2016.
Trait Elevations = Super Traits
The unusual bundling of elevated personality traits makes a partner the perfect target for
someone in the pathology range. These elevated personality traits, researched and named by
The Institute a Super Trait
, impact her abili
ead ed flag a d lea e
e I fac
bbed
em a h f
ic im i f e ba ed
h dd
he ea e a d a me a i
ea
he he
does not leave. These are largely based on domestic violence theory which holds to the belief that
staying is related to economic, religious, and familial restraints that prevent earlier exiting.
But some of the risk factor lies in her personality make-up, according to our personality research that
does not contribute to the economic, religious or familial restraints but, instead, to cognitive and selfperceptual injuries that impair her ability to read red flags, respond sooner, and stay disengaged
Sandra L. Brown, M.A. (The Institute for Relational Harm Reduction © 2009, The Institute for Relational Harm Reduction
research © 2013).

Our research has indicated a specific grouping of elevated personality traits (referred to by The
Institute a S e T ai
The e a e ela ed
e
ali
ai f ag eeable e
fe
seen as cooperativeness) and conscientiousness.

Take an abbreviated Super Traits of Agreeableness and Conscientiousness Mini-Check List
Overall, (before my aftermath or trauma symptoms) I tended to:
__ Have concern for social harmony
__ Value getting along with others
__ Be considerate, kind, generous
__ Be trusting and truth worthy
__ Be helpful and willing to compromise my interests to help others
__ Have an optimistic view of human nature (people are basically good and are who they say they
are)
__ Be self-disciplined
__ Act dutifully
__ Aim for achievement and to fulfill outside expectations of me
__ Control most of my impulses that are not in my best interest
__ Value planning

Let s face it itho t ele ated cooperation-based traits, who could tolerate a narcissist or
psychopath? These beautiful, but extremely elevated, personality features make your super
traits a natural pairing for the extremes of the pathological partner who are lacking in all these
traits.
These are your continued risk factor for future PLRs in your lifetime if you do not work on the
patterns of your Super Traits. Your super traits are the target on your back and that which we
wonder if the pathological partner seeks.
If you answered yes to five or more, you tested high in the same traits that those in our
research also tested high in meaning there is reason to wonder if you do have Super
Traits.

The Damage They Do
By Sandra L. Brown, MA
For the unlucky women, months turn into years as they ride the roller coaster going nowhere.
From heart stopping curves to death wish drops, they hate the ride but don t know how to get off.
Interestingly, no matter how long women are in the relationship, the aftermath symptoms are the
same. This means any exposure to pathology is psychologically devastating. The aftermath
severity happens because the pathological uses forms of mind control. It is hard to fathom but the
pathological s goal is to succeed in controlling and destroying a woman, not to have a successful
relationship with her.
A pathological performs devious kinds of acts to try to make his woman think she is having a
nervous breakdown or is mentally deficient so she relies on his take of reality. If mind control
is psychologically damaging to prisoners of war, it is just as damaging to the intimate partners of
pathologicals. Pathologicals will go to great lengths to inflict psychological devastation – simply
because they enjoy the process.
He claims that he knows people who get information for him. This increases her paranoia and
fear and adds to the psychopath s mystique. He plays "nice guy" to make her doubt herself and to
deflect her thoughts that there's anything wrong with him.
He will gaslight her by agreeing to changes and then act as if they never had the conversation
about the changes. He will admit behaviors when caught and later deny he admitted them. He
will get caught red-handed and later deny she ever heard or found out what he did. He will use
other accomplices to validate his stories to increase her sensation that she is going crazy.
Wealthy pathologicals will financially bribe others to control the outcome of situations that
continue to support his mirage of lies.
Women may have PTSD symptoms resulting from mind control and coercion. All of these
conditions result from a victim s bonding and emotional connection to her captor/abuser,
symptoms that are often seen in prisoners of war, hostages, and cult members.
But she is not an easy woman to take down. Self-control will hold her strong even in the face of
these pathological-created delusions. Some women indicate they stayed far too long trying to
figure out what was going on or to go toe-to-toe with him so he couldn t get something else over
on them. Most women say they are baffled by the strange dynamics in the relationship and
stayed until they had some kind of cognitive understanding of what they had been living through.
As the emotional stress, physical, and sexual exhaustion are taking their toll, her failed reality
testing continues. She begins thinking paranormal things are happening around her. The constant
ups and downs of the relationship are now eroding this strong woman s sense of self-confidence
and resourcefulness - just what the pathological intended!
As she starts to psychologically decompensate, she experiences the same dynamics that are seen
in Stockholm Syndrome:

She perceives (and has already experienced) a threat to her physical or psychological
survival and believes he has the ability to carry out his threats. By now, she has already
lived months of him carrying out his ability to harm her.
Perceived small kindnesses from him to her set the emotional tone for her letting down
her guard and seeing him as human or kind again. This also increases her relationship
investment and hope in him.
Isolation from outside perspectives other than his. She has already experienced not only
isolation from others but the indoctrination of his pathological world view.
As she decompensates, she is an easier mark for continued manipulation by the pathological. It is
uncertain if psychopaths have a natural ability by nature of their pathology to simply
unconsciously perpetrate these types of mental set-ups or if the set-ups are systemically planned
so that just watching her psychologically melt before his very eyes is a huge power pump for
him. Our guess would be the latter.
If pathologicals didn t like the game of manipulation, they would consistently choose women
who are introverted and who would be a far easier capture than taking on powerful extraverted
women. But that is, in fact, exactly why most (not all) pathologicals choose the powerful
extraverted woman. To that end, we have to assume that the pathological predator enjoys
watching a previously high-functioning woman turn into a reality-doubting, exhausted, bundle of
nerves which he finds pretty erotic.
Sadly, some of the pathological s women only make it out of their torment through suicide. The
ultimate power triumph for a psychopath, he conquered her spirit and won. He scoops up and
moves on to the next woman/victim.
Inevitable Harm
Every woman is harmed. I realized I had been seduced by a con man and I spent months in
shock, trying to figure out just who he really was.”
A relationship with a pathological man is not like any other failed relationship. The women who
loved pathologicals are not just 'bitter women scorned'. It is simply not possible to have a
relationship with a pathological and not be harmed and damaged to a significant degree.
One woman expressed, "It has been over four years since our relationship ended and I still get
anxiety attacks at the thought of dating. I am still single and have adopted a hermit lifestyle to
make sure I never go through anything like this again.
The relationship with a pathological has resulted in many women living out their lives alone
without a partner.
The medical side effects of post traumatic stress disorder that many women develop from the
relationship (as well as other acute stress disorders) will long manifest in her body. Medical side
effects that continue on, long after the psychopath has left include:

Auto immune disorders
Anxiety
Depression
Substance abuse
Migraines
Digestive disorders
High blood pressure
This relationship has taken a grave physical toll on my body. I have several conditions. I look
about 20 years older than I actually am.
Sexual damage
Many women experience sexual damage and negative effects on their sexuality. This stems from
having been exposed to deviant sexual practices, humiliated about their sexual performance or
bodies, compared to other women, and often sexually harmed.
Long term damage
Women who have been in relationships with pathologicals universally experience some sort of
acute stress. The acute stress may have evolved into Post Traumatic Stress Disorder or other
types of stress disorders. The lingering disorders serve as reminders of past pain and are likely to
cause the women symptoms for years - and maybe for life.
When your symptoms look like something else
Women tell me their therapists have diagnosed them with a variety of diagnoses, which has made
them not only confused, but often ANGRY! They have been diagnosed, for instance, with
disorders like bipolar disorder, borderline personality disorder, paranoia, and other not-so-fun
labels.
Most therapists are undertrained in recognizing and treating the aftermath symptoms in victims
of Pathological Love Relationships. The reason you are being diagnosed with various disorders
is because your symptoms are similar to those various disorders they are mimicking true
mental-health symptoms.
For instance, when your moods are swinging all over the place and you are depressed and
anxious, you look bipolar. When you are cranky, highly reactive and want vengeance you look
b de line. When
a e ca ed ab
ha he ill d ne , fea
e being f ll ed,
afraid he is spying on you so he can accuse you of something, you look paranoid. When you
hink hing a e ha ening ha
can
e
he e le, you look delusional.
The issue is, these are ALL normal reactions to coercion and Stockholm Syndrome, similar to
those found in prisoners of war in other words, aftermath of a Pathological
Love Relationship. In THAT context, your symptoms make perfect sense! You were coerced,
your mind was played with, you felt stuck and held in a pathological relationship against your
own spiritual will. You feared that your emotional and physical existence were in jeopardy. And
the pathological DOES do things he never ge ca gh f b ha
can
e.

In Pathological Love Relationships, women emerge with signs of PTSD, Stockholm Syndrome,
and coercion. Unfortunately, not all therapists understand the overlap between PTSD, Stockholm
Syndrome and coercion which is why you are often misdiagnosed. A lot of this is discussed in
my book, Women Who Love Psychopaths, in which I talk about the pathological worldview and
h
e ac i e he a h gica
iew of the world and how that entraps them in the
relationship.
The symptoms of coercion are:
Isolation: The individual is deprived of social support, effectively rendering her unable
to resist. This makes the individual become dependent upon her interrogator/captor. The
victim then develops an intense concern with self.
Monopolization of Perception: The captor fixes his attention upon immediate
predicament; fosters introspection in the victim; eliminates outside competing stimuli
with the captor, so the victim can only focus on him, and frustrates all actions not
consistent with her compliance to him.
(In the mid-relationship dynamics in the book, all of this is discussed. Your Super Traits
are very high in what we call relationship investment and cooperation which means you
are highly cooperative because you get so much enjoyment out of your relationships that
you will 'bend over backwards' to make things work. The book discusses when the midrelationships 'shift' and what happens to the women's perspective.)
Induced Debility and Exhaustion: People subjected to this type of abuse become worn
out by tension, fea a d c i a
hi g ab
i a eff
ee hei ab e
standards. They must often avoid displays of fear, sorrow or rage, since these may result
in ridicule or punishment. Rigid demands and requirements make the exhaustion and
ability to resist even worse.
Occasional Indulgences: Serve to provide motivation to her for compliance.
Devaluing the Individual: Creates in her a fear of freedom and dependence upon him,
creates feelings of helplessness, develops lack of faith in her individual capabilities.
The symptoms of Stockholm Syndrome are:
Pe cei ed h ea
e h ica
would carry out the threat.

ch

gica

i a , a d he be ief ha he ca

Perceived small kindnesses from the captor to the captive.
Perceived inability to escape.
Isolation from perspectives other than those of the captor.
When you look at it as a mixture of PTSD, Stockholm Syndrome and coercion, your symptoms
a e e fec e e... a ea
e! Whi e ha d e
ea
can t also have bipolar or other
disorders i
ea
. Ve
fe
a
f he
f he di de fa b
the wayside when effective and appropriate treatment is begun. Many of the women do,
however, meet the criteria for PTSD. PTSD is most associated with war vets (and yes, you too

lived through a war!) and trauma victims (yes, you were traumatized!). To that end, you probably
do have a disorder, but it is related to PTSD or other acute stress disorders.
Remain hopeful that the symptoms you live with may not always be as problematic as they are in
your life today. There is hope and healing available!

PTSD CheckList – Civilian Version (PCL-S)
Patient’s Name: __________________________________________
Instructions: Below is a list of problems and complaints that people sometimes have in response to
stressful life experiences. Please read each one carefully, put an “X” in the box to indicate how much you
have been bothered by that problem in the past month.
The event you experienced was ________________________ on ______________(date)

No. Response:
1.

Repeated, disturbing memories, thoughts, or images
of a stressful experience from the past?

2.

Repeated, disturbing dreams of a stressful
experience from the past?

3.

Suddenly acting or feeling as if a stressful
experience were happening again (as if you were
reliving it)?

4.

Feeling very upset when something reminded you of
a stressful experience from the past?

5.

Having physical reactions (e.g., heart pounding,
trouble breathing, or sweating) when something
reminded you of a stressful experience from the
past?

6.

Avoid thinking about or talking about a stressful
experience from the past or avoid having feelings
related to it?

7.

Avoid activities or situations because they remind
you of a stressful experience from the past?

8.

Trouble remembering important parts of a stressful
experience from the past?

9.

Loss of interest in things that you used to enjoy?

Not at all A little bit Moderately Quite a bit Extremely
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

10. Feeling distant or cut off from other people?
11. Feeling emotionally numb or being unable to have
loving feelings for those close to you?
12. Feeling as if your future will somehow be cut short?
13. Trouble falling or staying asleep?
14. Feeling irritable or having angry outbursts?
15. Having difficulty concentrating?
16. Being “super alert” or watchful on guard?
17. Feeling jumpy or easily startled?

Weathers, F.W., Huska, J.A., Keane, T.M. PCL-S for DSM-IV. Boston: National Center for PTSD –
Behavioral Science Division, 1991.
This is a Government document in the public domain.
Common assessment measures: PTSD Checklist
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Chronic Personality Problems in Problem Relationships
By Sandra L. Brown, MA
A large portion of emotional and physical abusers (although not all) have some similar
identifying disorders, traits, or diagnosis. They are not all created equal. That means, each one of
them brings a unique combination of traits, challenges, and problems to the equation of the
relationship and even therapy. Therefore, not all abusers treatment is going to be effective
because not all psychological problems are treatable. For instance, batterer intervention has often
failed to make this distinction and lumps all violent behavior or psychological problems together
as if they are not differentiated by their differences.
Some of the disorders have biological and neurological root causes that are not curable.
Ultimately, not all problem relationships have a solution especially those that have
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psychology that believes all disorders are curable and if not curable, at least highly treatable.
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will happen that will drive away the symptoms.) Like medicine, psychology faces the same
challenges that not all disorders have a satisfactory treatment, or a cure.
If people who are in problem relationships want to avoid future problem relationships, they have
to understand what contributes to some of the disorders and the signs within the behavior. There
is no doubt that chronic personality problems wreak havoc in relationships and the worst of these
do have commonalities related to impulsivity, emotional dysregulation, and violence. (No abuse
.I
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some of the relationships and what some of the contributing factors can be to those problems).
Some of the more recent research in neuroscience helps us to understand the problems related to
what Otto Kernberg (one of the renowned writers and researchers of pathology) wrote about as
a
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Personality Disorders and Perversions; Severe Personality Disorders; Aggressiveness,
Narcissism and Self Destructiveness in the Psychotherapeutic Relationships to name a few).
However, neuroscience over the past few years has helped us understand the additional possible
biological and neurological roots of some of these severe disorders as well as the disorders of
a
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have lead the way noting similarities in brain formations, brain activity, brain circuitry, brain
chemistry and its relationship to the severe disorders, impulsivity, poor treatment outcomes, and
poor relationship outcomes. Where therapy has spent decades (if not a century) focused on the
very psychoanalytic and behavioral approaches, we have missed the very real potential of
neurology and brain functioning challenges.
While the origins and etiology of these disorders has been widely debated for decades,
neuroscience is providing many of the answers to biology tha
a .T
helps us delineate between the mind as a structure and process and the brain as an organ. The
brain as an organ has all the proclivity of being born with differences, challenges, and problems

as any other organ in the body. Unfortunately, up until now, the view has been a very
.W
question that when it comes to the heart or immune system people can be born with
abnormalities, people certainly have a BIG reaction to that at the thought as psychology being
related to brain organ issues and not merely emotional issues.
When looking at the behaviors associated with problem partners with what is referred to as
,
broadly at the symptoms, but not so broadly that we find loopholes. Normally, one symptom off
a behavioral
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these traits in order to be problematic in a relationship.
Those in relationsh
give them more credit for not having these symptoms than what is warranted. Somewhere in the
middle of one trait-too-many/and no-they-have-problems-at-all, is a snap shot of
relationship problems and problem partners. Here are some of the behaviors associated with what
is referred to as some of the severe personality disorders as well as sociopathy and psychopathy.
From the Diagnostic Statistical Manual DSM V:
Disregard for, and the violation of, the rights of others
Failure to conform to lawful social norms
Deceitfulness Impulsivity or failure to plan ahead
Irritability and aggressiveness as indicated by repeated physical fights or assaults
Reckless disregard for the safety of self or others
Consistent irresponsibility as indicated by repeated failure to sustain consistent work behavior or honor financial
obligations
(Above are related to Antisocial Personality Disorder)
Lack of remorse as indicated by being indifferent about having hurt, mistreated or stolen from another
Glib and superficial charm
Grandiose (exaggeratedly high) estimation of self
Need for stimulation
Pathological lying
Cunning and manipulativeness
Lack of remorse or guilt
Shallow affect (superficial emotional responsiveness)
Callousness and lack of empathy
Parasitic lifestyle
Poor behavioral controls
Sexual promiscuity
Early behavior problems
Lack of realistic long-term goals
Impulsivity irresponsibility
Failure to accept responsibility for own actions
Many short-term relationships
Juvenile delinquency
Revocation of conditional release
Criminal versatility
(Above are related to Sociopaths/Psychopaths)
Frantic efforts to avoid real or imagined abandonment

Intense and unstable personal relationships that over idealize and devalue
Identity disturbance with unstable self image or sense of self impulsivity in at least two areas (spending, sex, substance
abuse, reckless driving, binge eating)
Recurrent suicidal behavior, gestures, threats or self-mutilation
Emotional instability due to a marked reactivity of mood (intense episodic irritability or anxiety)
Chronic feelings of emptiness
Inappropriate intense anger or difficulty controlling anger
(Above are related to Borderline Personality Disorder)
A grandiose sense of self importance
Exaggerates their achievements and talents
Expects to be recognized as superior without commensurate achievements
Is preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success, power, brilliance, beauty, or ideal love
Believes that he is special and unique and can only be understood by, or should only associate with, other special or
other high-status people or institutions.
Requires excessive admiration
Has a sense of entitlement, unreasonable expectations of especially favorable treatment or automatic compliance with
his expectations.
Is interpersonally exploitative within relationships and takes advantage of others to achieve his own ends
Lacks empathy and is unwilling to recognize or identify with the feelings and needs of others
Is often envious of others or believes that others are envious of him
Shows an arrogant, haughty behavior or attitude
(Above are related to Narcissistic Personality Disorder)

This list is not mild relational infractions,
D.
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some of the more chronic features and behaviors, this pathology causes debilitating partner
aftermath symptoms. The Institute is involved in offering recovery to those coming out of
,
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chronicity of their disorders often causes chroni
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60 million people would not be negatively
.
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-socials or psychopaths.
The Institute
Women Who Love Psychopaths
coaching and retreats for survivors.
Some of those listed above are the abusers who are not created equal, who have permanent
neuro, emotional, behavioral and psychological disorders that bypass what psychology can do for
them. Anger management nope. Batterer intervention nope. Intensive psychotherapy nope. The
permanent forms of pathology are noted for their Three Inabilities (Brown, 2005):
* Inability to grow to any authentic emotional or spiritual depth
* Inability to sustain positive change
* Inability to develop insight how their behavior negatively affects others
These inabilities are the hallmark of chronic disorders that create chronic problem relationships.
Lacey, Staci and Nicole bear witness to the un-diagnosed problems of problem partners.
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Questionnaire data on alcoholic violent offenders: specific connections to severe
impulsive cluster B personality disorders and violent crimin
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Personality Disorder Checklist
He e a e ome of he beha io a ocia ed i h he e e e e onali
Diagnostic Statistical Manual--DSM IV)

di o de

and also sociopathy and psychopathy. (Taken from the

Place a check next to the behaviors you have seen in your pathological love relationship partner:
Disregard for, and the violation of, the rights of others
Failure to conform to lawful social norms
Deceitfulness Impulsivity or failure to plan ahead
Irritability and aggressiveness as indicated by repeated physical fights or assaults
Reckless disregard for the safety of self or others
Consistent irresponsibility as indicated by repeated failure to sustain consistent work behavior or honor financial obligations
(Above are related to Antisocial Personality Disorder, need three or more to meet criteria)
Lack of remorse as indicated by being indifferent about having hurt, mistreated or stolen from another
Glib and superficial charm
Grandiose (exaggeratedly high) estimation of self
Need for stimulation
Pathological lying
Cunning and manipulativeness
Lack of remorse or guilt
Shallow affect (superficial emotional responsiveness)
Callousness and lack of empathy
Parasitic lifestyle
Poor behavioral controls
Sexual promiscuity
Early behavior problems
Lack of realistic long-term goals
Impulsivity irresponsibility
Failure to accept responsibility for own actions
Many short-term relationships
Juvenile delinquency
Revocation of conditional release
Criminal versatility
(Above are related to Sociopaths/Psychopaths, 10 or more would warrant further investigation)
Frantic efforts to avoid real or imagined abandonment
Intense and unstable personal relationships that over idealize and devalue
Identity disturbance with unstable self image or sense of self impulsivity in at least two areas (spending, sex, substance abuse, reckless
driving, binge eating)
Recurrent suicidal behavior, gestures, threats or self-mutilation
Emotional instability due to a marked reactivity of mood (intense episodic irritability or anxiety)
Chronic feelings of emptiness
Inappropriate intense anger or difficulty controlling anger
(Above are related to Borderline Personality Disorder, 5 or more meets criteria)
A grandiose sense of self importance
Exaggerates their achievements and talents
Expects to be recognized as superior without commensurate achievements
Is preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success, power, brilliance, beauty, or ideal love
Believes that he is special and unique and can only be understood by, or should only associate with, other special or other high-status
people or institutions.
Requires excessive admiration
Has a sense of entitlement, unreasonable expectations of especially favorable treatment or automatic compliance with his expectations.
Is interpersonally exploitative within relationships and takes advantage of others to achieve his own ends
Lacks empathy and is unwilling to recognize or identify with the feelings and needs of others
Is often envious of others or believes that others are envious of him
Shows an arrogant, haughty behavior or attitude
(Above are related to Narcissistic Personality Disorder, 5 or more meets criteria)
(* 60% of persons who meet criteria for one personality disorder also meet criteria other personality disorders. The more
personality disorders a person has, the more chronic and complex their overall mental health - and the more likely
ine i able ha m o o he e i .)

Intense Attachments
By Sandra L. Brown MA
Why is this dangerous guy so hard to leave?
Women in these relationships and their family members who watch her relationship dynamics all
wonder about **why** this dangerous guy is so hard to leave. While all the people around her
have the easy and rational answers of how and why she should leave, the disengagement and
detachment is harder with pathological persons than anyone else.
No one knows this better than her. At the heart of the attachment is the intensity of bonding
produced in a relationship that has an 'emotional vortex' pull. Much like magnets pointed towards
each other, the draw and pull and staying power of pathologicals is not like other relationship
dynamics. As we study these particular attachments we see that there are unusual qualities to the
relationships that even the women can't define or adequately describe. This includes the
dichotomous thinking often seen in 'mind control,' the hypnotic engagement often seen in
trauma, and the betrayal bonding often seen in sexual addiction. Combined, this power cocktail
renders her not only entranced but paralyzed from action.
Normal motivations do not motivate her - not her current roller-coaster mental health, her other
family relationships, her declining health, her children, her job or any other force that would
usually rally her to her own self care. No wonder people who care about her are baffled that a
high functioning, bright, proactive woman has been reduced to a catatonic/hypnotized/brain
washed version of her former self. An hour a week at the counselor's office has done little to unwedge her from this super-glued relationship. It hasn't identified or recognized the hypnotic
entrancement, the growing PTSD symptoms, the cognitive loops and entrenched dichotomous
thinking. It hasn't unveiled the death grip that pathologicals can have on a squirming victim. Or
the mind control that sucks the willpower and brain function from her.
Physically and emotionally exhausted from the too-many-go-rounds with him, there isn’t enough
left of her to fight her way out or even think her way out. Many women now suffer from Chronic
Fatigue from the wearing process with the pathological. Without the emotional resources and
physical strength, her lethargy just 'allows' the relationship to roll like waves over the top of her.
Without help or intervention, she is likely to have a complete physical break down including
severe medical problems, sleep disruptions, mental confusion, panic attacks, anxiety, depression
and more. Women have developed auto immune disease and cardiac problems in the middle of
these acutely stressful relationships.
With all of their resources sapped and their concentration at a near record low, many have had to
quit their jobs, have been fired, been in car accidents or sporting injuries because of the inability
to concentrate. Taking an inventory of just 'what it has cost her' to be in a relationship with a
pathological is often the first step towards education.

The disengagement process is often a function supported by counselors or The Institute in which
education, acceptance of his diagnosis, self care re-initiation, and symptom management and
then the full recovery process is necessary. Some need short term programs that help them kick
start their own recovery such as our retreats or intensives with Sandra.
Many of the women have PTSD now from the exposure to the pathological. PTSD worsens
without treatment, with added stress, and with time. Somewhere she has to find the counseling
resources in order to return her to a life she used to know before the pathological. This includes
finding support people, support groups, counseling, specifically focused books and audios on the
subject, and if needed, retreat or residential programs.
If this describes your current situation, get what you need to heal now--to minimize the effects of
the growing PTSD and the intrusive and ping ponging thoughts. Most of all, in order to be
broken, the intensity of attachment must first be understood. Healing the Aftermath of
Pathological Love Relationships is a great tool for loosening the pathological’s emotional death
grip.
© www.saferelationshipsmagazine.com
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Dichotomy - the en a ion of holding o oppo i e or dicho omo feeling ; he nece i of
having two opposite relational skill sets for both sides of the Jekyll/Hyde personality; the
emo ional and cogni i e reac ion of ha ing o polar proce e o omeone el e di order.

The d ch
f .
Bonding
Protection
Trust
Sexually Madonna-ized
Loving
Excitement
Support
Wonderful soul mate
Rescuer
Calculated
Idealizing
Aloof
Understands
Kind
Generous
Macho
Advocating Scriptures
Really capable
Independent
Calculating
Reassuring

and yet
Abandonment
Exposure/Risk
Distrust
A whore
Loathing
Exhaustion
Sabotage
Sickest person on the Planet
Tormenter
Impulsive
Devaluing
Clinging
Clueless
Sadistic
Cheap
Wimpy
Violating Scriptures
Helpless
Dependent
Naïve
Intimidating

Loyalty and Trust: I Sc ea i g
By Jennifer Young, LMHC

Are You Listening?

No ma e ho confused, self-doubting, or ambivalent we a e abo
ha ha ening
in our interactions with other people, we can never entirely silence the inner voice that
always tells us the truth. We may not like the sound of the truth, and we often let it
murmur just outside our consciousness, not stopping long enough to listen. But when we
pay attention to it, it leads us toward wisdom, health, and clarity. That voice is the
g a dian of o in eg i .
S an Fo a d
We are taught as young girls to be loyal and to trust others. It is expected that we would
trust those who show us love, compassion, understanding. It is expected that we would be
loyal to those who need us, those who provide us nurturing and those who declare us as
the one they love. We are supposed to value those actions as meaningful and all-inclusive
of what is deserving of our trust and loyalty. It is only in recent years that our society is
beginning to teach us to question these actions. And now, even as we rightfully begin to
question these actions, many in our society look at that questioning as a radical notion
a ea
eae e
c
b e ed. I mean, when someone tells you they love
you, and shows you they love you
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So what if he chides you in public about your accomplishments? So what if he cheated on
you once? So what if he makes promises after promises and never keeps them? He says
e
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and you show loyalty. Because if you question
you who will appear
questionable
you who will appear disloyal
you who will be untrustworthy
e e a d
ce
.
Herein lies the risk: You stay because you have been taught and told that it is the right
thing to do. It is what you should do. You should forgive, stick it out, make it work. And
a pathological needs that loyalty. He needs you to stay no matter what. He needs you to
help make the pathological mask real. If you stay (you who are loving, caring,
compassionate, understanding, etc., etc. ), he will be associated with all of those things
and the façade is made stronger. You were taught to trust him from the very beginning
from the first tiny betrayal (his lateness to a date, his odd midnight requests, his sexual
fantasies that pushed your boundaries). He wanted to see how far you would go, and from
there, he would know that he could trust you. He balanced all of these betrayals with his
confessions of love, dreams for the future a fa e e e f afe .
Herein lies the benefit: You can never really silence that inner voice. No matter what we
are taught we still have an inner voice
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wrong, what is good and what is bad. Some might call it a moral compass
ead g to
eg . I
e e a a g,
e e c ea ng the truth. In one moment, the voice is

clear and loud and unavoidable. Your ability to hear your inner voice is usually preceded
by a particularly disturbing event or maybe a period of no contact. But when it comes,
and once it is there, you have a hard time silencing it. Your quest for the truth begins and
your search to find and document the facts is insatiable. At the end of your relationship it
is this voice that leads you out. Now, your trust and loyalty turn inward. You begin to
trust yourself and be loyal to your needs. And, with the veracity that drove you to stay
you now work that hard to leave. You now know that the right thing is not always the
most socially accepted path or the easy path but it is the path that is RIGHT FOR
YOU. Leaving may go against everything you were taught and everything you are being
told, but it leads to safety, security, clarity and peace.
You can evaluate your trustworthiness and loyalty by evaluating the balance in your trust.
Does your need to be trustworthy take priority over your own needs? Do you trust at the
risk of your own self-worth? Your own value? Your own beliefs in what is right and
wrong? Are you loyal in spite of the inability of the other person to be loyal? These are
boundary issues.
Oftentimes your boundaries were established a long time ago. They could have been
established when you were a young girl and you were taught lessons of who you could or
should trust. They could have been established when your trust was broken over and over
again by a loved one lea ing o i h nclea les as to who is safe and who is not.
You can rebuild boundaries as an ad l . B eak do n he li le gi l belief of afe and
remind yourself that, as an adult woman, you have power.
Take some time to write down what you stand for, what you believe in, what you will not
sacrifice. You can consider these your new rules
o in egrity laid out for you in black
and white. As adults we know that boundaries can be pushed, pulled, removed and
reinforced. So you can move ahead knowing that strength will come as you test these reestablished boundaries and make decisions, consciously and mindfully, about what you
stand for and, of course, always listening to your inner voice.
© www.saferelationshipsmagazine.com
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Super Traits Trust Checklist ©
Place a checkmark in the box next to the statements that describe you prior to your pathological love
relationship and subsequent aftermath.
#1 – Blind Trust
I tend to see others through who I am. If I am warm and open, I tend to think others are probably
similar to me.
I tend to think that people are who they say they are.
I tend to give trust first and then wait to see if it is violated.
I tend to give repeated chances after trust is broken, giving people the benefit of the doubt.
My natural patterns in trust decisions have caused me harm.
I

me ime n
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Total for list #1 (how many boxes did you check in the list above?)

#2 – Conditional Trust
I hink e le ha e he
en ial be diffe en han I am. I d n nece a il
same thing as me or motivated by the same things as I am.

hink

he a e he

I tend to evaluate people based on what they do, not what they say.
I tend to believe people earn trust, slowly, over a period of time and over a number of events.
I tend to not give repeated chances after trust is broken. After once or twice, I believe I understand
a e n m i e and likelih d f ha m.
My natural patterns in trust decisions have caused me to remain relatively safe.
I normally trust my decisions that require deciding to trust others.
Total for list #2 (how many boxes did you check in the list above?)

Are You Really as Far Along as You Think You Are?
By Sandra L. Brown, MA
Recovery and finding your path to emotional wellness from pathological love
relationships isn t a quick and eas done deal . When women get mild relief from the
unrelenting symptoms of the aftermath with a pathological, it can be very palatable to
them. The relief from the intrusive thoughts, obsessions, PTSD, poor sleep, hypervigilance, or any other problematic symptom can feel healing to them. But it doesn t
always mean they ARE healed.
Over and over again, I have learned how damaging, how unrelenting, the aftermath is
from pathological relationships. For some women, it reaches all the way back to
childhood with pathological parents. For others, it has only been in their intimate
relationships during adulthood, yet it has left its distinguished mark.
Mild relief can often be mistaken for recovery. Recovery is a lifelong journey of selfcare. Recovery can begin at the moment you recognize the damage done to you by
pathological individuals, but it doesn t end ith a counselor or a group. For man
women, the symptoms have crept into their worldview how they see others, their
environment, and themselves. I learn again and again, as I meet with women, that the
damage is idespread. This isn t a quick fi or a quick treatment. While our mild relief
of s mptoms instills relief or hope, it isn t the end of our recover journe . It s the
beginning.
Like peeling an onion, each layer shows a level of damage that needs care. All the way
down to the core are layers of unperceived and unrecognized aftermath symptoms. At
the core are boundary issues those necessary limits that show that someone understands
what is your s, someone else s, or God s. From the center of boundaries are gates that
must be developed to serve as limits saying what one will and will not tolerate.
Boundaries are the bedrock of all recovery. Anything that is built will be built from the
issue of health or unhealth boundaries. Man omen don t reali e that pathological
people target women with poor boundaries. The pathological tests this out early in the
relationship, and when small boundary violations are not managed, the pathological will
proceed with bigger violations. Every violation is a green light to the pathological.
Learning how to establish healathy boundaries is the first step in recovery.
In another layer of the onion lays hyper-vigilance issues. High harm avoidance from
PTSD weaves a level of distrust in new environments, people, and situations. It affects
fear of the future and even fear of the present.
Yet another layer of the onion is communication the ability to listen in the midst of
upset. Since pathological individuals have skewed communication, this area is often
seriously affected. Long-term exposure to pathological people produces the same type of
skewed communication patterns and linguistics in women who have normalized the
abnormal behavior of pathologicals.

A layer of emotional regulation is most assuredly part of the aftermath many women
experience anxiety, depression, irritability, the overflow of pent-up emotions, and the
inability to control their emotions.
In layer after layer are aftermath symptoms that must be peeled away and treated in
recovery. Everyone knows there are many layers in an onion. While it may be
disconcerting to see all those layers, the layers are translucent and show the wounding in
each level that recovery must touch.
Women who have begun recovery may be surprised at what feels like the unending layers
of an onion, and wonder when they will reach the core. Mild relief from anxiety or
sleeplessness is welcomed, but should not be viewed as more than it is. Reaching to the
core is deep work and should be respected for the lengthy process it is likely to be. What
other choice is there?
Whether you begin at the core with boundaries, or start at the outer edge with symptom
management and work into the core, allow the process because there is no healing
without it. We must never underestimate the damage done by pathological individuals at
a deep emotional, and, even spiritual, level.
© www.saferelationshipsmagazine.com
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Over the last six months, I have experienced, or am currently experiencing problems in the following
categories of my functionality:
Emotionally (unstable or dys-regulated emotions that change rapidly or are uncharacteristic of my
normal emotions)
Psychologically (PTSD, trauma reactions, depression, anxiety, etc.)
Cognitively (intrusive thoughts, cognitive dissonance, rumination, difficulty with reasoning,
concentration, memory, etc.)
Physical (sleeplessness, stomach/bowel, headaches, trembling, hyper-vigilance/heightened startle
reflex, flashbacks)
Sexual (hyper-reactivity as in being hyper-sexual with others which is outside of my normal sexual
behavior, OR, avoidance of sex/flashbacks when trying to be sexual)
Spiritual meaninglessness angr at higher po er hopeless a hole-in-the-soul sensation
Total (how many boxes did you check in the list above?)

Check marks, especially on the top three, are good indicators of the mental aftermath symptoms.
Check marks in all categories are examples of chronic and widespread impact into all domains of
functioning related to aftermath mental, physical, sexual, spiritual (mind/body/spirit).

The Institute for Relational Harm Reduction & Public Psychopathy Education

Self-Care: Recovery from a Pathological Love Relationship
As you begin to disengage from the pathological it is important to care for yourself in a variety of ways. You can
often become preoccupied in the disengagement process and forget how important you are. Take a little time
each day to heal yourself-use the list below as a guide offering variety and comfort in the way that works for
you.
Boundaries: Practice the boundaries skills you have learned or read some new material about the importance of
establishing safe and strong boundaries.
Eating: Feed your body for energy. Practice new skills to give your body just what it needs.
EMDR/Hypnosis: EMDR (Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing) is a gentle technique used to
process trauma. Hypnosis is the focus on one thing with the exclusion of all things around you. Both should be
done by or under the guidance of experienced professionals.
Excitement Seeking: The Joyce Brown theory of life: get a life. Don t forget that you are an excitement seeker
and should take the time to enjoy the things you used to enjoy or do something you have always wanted to do.
Exercise: Build a strong body by getting out and exercising. This can also be a great way to fill your excitement
seeking and competitive side- do a triathlon, climb a mountain or power walk.
Fun: F-U-N, have some! Get out and visit with old friends, go an art show, see a funny move. It is all about
your and finding your fun side.
Gratitude: Build your gratitude for life by adding this technique as a part of your journal. Commit to writing
down three things you are grateful for everyday.
Journaling: Create some time for yourself and reflect. History has always told us that we will not repeat what
we do not forget. Write it down and be your own best teacher.
Massage: Consider this as an option when you are ready. It can be a great way to relax every muscle in your
body.
Medication/Vitamins: Under a doctor s care seek the best treatment for you. There are some conditions which
require medication stabilization. Vitamins can also bring about stabilization and increased energy.
Mindfulness: Practice the skills you have learned to stay present in the moment and aware of yourself and your
body. Practice your grounding or relaxation skills.
Mood Management: Take a moment either in your journal or on your care chart and mark your mood from
1(low or depressed) to 10 (high or good).
Reading: Get educated or just for fun. Fill your time and your mind with the power of new information.
Relaxation: Take a little time to CHILL OUT. Practice your breathing, take a tai chi class or just sit and quietly
enjoy your space.
Sleeping: Get Some! (Sleep of course). A well rested body is a well rested mind.
Spiritual: Spirituality is about hope-no matter what fills your soul, use it to find hope.
Sunshine: GO OUTSIDE: do not underestimate the power of a little sunshine.
Support: Find like minded people who understand your experience. Either participate on-line with The Institute
or develop a network of friends to share with.
Therapy: Find an experienced therapist to work through issues that remain unresolved from your past: taking
care of your past leads to a strong future.

My Self Care Chart
Activity
Boundaries
Eating
EMDR/
Hypnosis
Excitement
seeking
Exercise
FUN
Gratitude
Journaling
Massage
Meds/
Vitamins
Mindfulness
Mood Mgt
Reading
Relaxation
Sleeping
Spiritual
Sunshine
Support
Therapy

Sun.

Mon.

Tue.

Wed.

Thu.

Fri.

Sat.

The Predictability of Pathology
By Sandra L. Brown, MA
You are desc b
He has a

a
ac

EXACTLY!
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How do you know what my relationship is like
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s relationships because, to a certain extent, parts of
pathology and their behavior is predictable. Pathology is related to certain personality and
psychological disorders. Each one of these personality disorders has its own set of
behaviors, dysfunctions and, for some of the disorders, neurological abnormalities.
To know the personality disorder is to know the behavior either now or in the future.
This is why Public Pathology Education is information for everyone because anyone can
learn to predict, to a certain extent, the kinds of behaviors that are likely to manifest in
the pathological in their life.
Criminal profiling, to a large extent, is exactly that knowing what the behavior is likely
to be given their probable diagnosis of antisocial, sociopath or psychopath. Although
your pathological might not be criminal, this approach still applies. His behavior is
predictable.
Each personality disorder has its own set of behaviors. Pathology is related to:
The inability to sustain consistent positive change
The inability to grow to any authentic emotional or spiritual depth
The inability to develop deep insight about how their negative behavior affects
others
Once you understand the behaviors related to what Otto Kernberg calls
dangerous
and sev
a
, and you apply the Absolutes of Pathology the
inability to sustain change, grow, or develop insight then you can pretty much take the
behaviors now and apply them to the future in ANY relationship. His behaviors related to
his specific personality disorder are permanent. The neuroscience that now supports
abnormalities in Cluster B disorders and psychopathy also highlights the issues that, since
these are brain-region problems (not just brain chemistry/medication problems), their
permanence is much more a factor.
If someone cannot grow or change,
b a
a
t going to change. If the
b a
a
c
c a
a stay changed, they will be the same
today as they were 10 years ago -- in a relationship, career or interaction -- and they will
be the same 20 years from now.

If he don t have the ability to develop true insight about their behavior, then I can tell
o ha i s like to comm nica e i h omeone ho can ee their own faults. If their
brain regions that affect impulse control, bonding/attachment, and the inability to learn
from past mistakes are faulty, we know what the future will be like for them.
Our goal in Public Pathology Education is for others to understand that you, too, can
learn to loosely predict pathological behavior based on past or current behavior. Once
you understand the symptoms of the personality disorder, you can expect these behaviors
to continue. The more you understand the Absolutes of Pathology, the more clearly you
can understand what their future is likely to hold for them and o he in hei life. I i n t
hard o edic ome hing ha doe n t change!
The exception to that rule is when violence is, or has been, involved. Pathologicals with
violence issues can be erratic and unstable. Predicting their ability to be currently nonviolent based on past nonviolent episodes is too risky and may not follow the patterns
they normally follow. Pathologicals who are addicts are hard to predict because of the
instability of the person in an addiction. With violence, sexual offenses or addiction the
rule of thumb is that the predictability factor is likely to be too risky to judge. When in
doubt, doubt his predictability in violence, addiction or sexual offenses.
Otherwise, pathology is fairly easy to call. When omeone doe n t change, the best
predictor of future beha io i a beha io . If o re wondering what your pathological
was like in the relationship before you or will be like in the one after you, just gauge from
where they are today.
© www.saferelationshipsmagazine.com
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The Three Inabilities of Pathology©
Knowing the Three Inabilities of Pathology helps women to balance
future expectations about the psychopath - not to balance the future with
the psychopath, but to align her expectations with what is realistic given
his disorder.
The Three Inabilities of Pathology are:
1. The inability to grow to any authentic emotional and
spiritual depth.
2. The inability to sustain positive change.
3. The inability to develop insight about how his negative
behavior affects others.

These three inabilities represent the future potential of any relationship.
Non-pathological people continue to grow emotionally and spiritually,
sustain positive emotional and behavioral changes that they make, and
have insight about how their behavior affects others. A psychopath
doesn t, and can t, contin e to gro emotionall spirit all .
Counseling is only effective if a person has the ability to grow
emotionally, to sustain the positive changes that are encouraged, and
to have insight about their own behavioral affects on others. Even
spiritual counseling is predicated upon the ability to grow, change, and
develop insight. Without these three rudimentary abilities, nothing else
can happen in them or their relationships. This is why, to a large
degree, pathology is not curable. For progress to be made, a person has
to begin with the fundamental abilities to change, grow, and develop
insight.
Chapter 4 of Women Who Love Psychopaths describes, in detail, the
neuroscience of the brain that leads to these inabilities.

Let Go or Be Dragged
By Sandra L. Brown, MA
L G
B Da
I
t know who wrote that slogan, but I loved it so much I
bought it on a magnet. M
a , Oh, I LOVE a a
!
B
a a ,I a
s a slogan for everyone. A friend of mine in recovery said she
loved it for her AA recovery slogan. Another person told me she loved it as a spiritual
theme to hold with an open hand or face the consequences. But, I do love it for all of
you. H
s why
Pathological attachments are gorilla glue. The pathological partners have a vibe a
come-hither, bonding vortex that sucks you in and holds you there in a hypnotic-like
trance. I s a powerful, seductive, subconscious attachment that mirrors the worst
addictive feeling you could ever have. It vibrates throughout your body with a message
and sensation that you will literally die if you are disconnected from the source. Letting
go never feels like an option. It feels like sure death -- death by disconnection, death by
umbilical severing, death by life-force loss.
Its trance-like hold of your mind, body, and spirit leaves you stupefied with an inability
to enact your own will or your ability to choose sanely the option of getting away from
this catatonia. The same trance-like hold that held you in rapture, reverie, and ecstasy,
now holds you in a cataleptic coma. Alive, with your eyes open, but your mind dead and
unable to move. You look mildly functional to the world but the world does t see the
transfixion that is keeping you paralyzed beneath your eyes.
You hold on because you are glued. You hold on because there was rapture, reverie, and
ecstasy. You hold on because to NOT hold on is to release your grip on the emotional life
support system you think he has been. You hold on because you believe if you hold on
long enough, the dazed and glazed existence you have been living will revert to rapture.
The nightmare will then become the dream. The stupor will become the high of the
intensity. You hold on because you b
a t let go.
WAIT! HOLD UP! Let u a , W
a
? How did your clothes get torn? Where is
the life you used to have? Where are the relationships with others that you once held
dear? Why are your knees skinned? Why do you have those dark circles under your eyes?
Why are you on antidepressants and anti-anxiety medication? Where is the career you
built? Why are your nails digging into your hands? Why is your stomach in your throat?
Why are you now somewhere you never wanted to go? How did you get here? Why are
you bleeding from your soul? I s because your belief about letting go has kept you
being dragged.
Drag: verb. Related to: haul, lug, move, pull, schlep, tug, yank, crawl, creep, shuffle.
Your soul is bleeding
s your courtesy warning system from your spirit that is telling
you to let go.

Even being dragged can be a gift. It can be the first scraped knee that crosses you over to
recovery. Y ve held on for lots of reasons incl ding
n e i n f a h l gical
h e that he will change and it will be different. History has taught you otherwise. I s
ime acce he i d m ha n change b ing to us. Your skinned knee is a metaphor
for the beginning of your recovery because the word dragged mean to haul something
a ne lace.
Let go or be dragged.
© www.saferelationshipsmagazine.com
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Trauma Bonds Check List©
By Patrick Carnes, Ph.D., CAS
Exploitive relationships create trauma bonds. These occur when a victim bonds with someone who is destructive
to them. Similarly, adult survivors of abusive and dysfunctional families struggle with bonds that are rooted in
their own trauma experiences. To be loyal to that which does not work - or worse, to a person who is toxic,
exploitive, or destructive to the client, is a form of insanity (as defined by a 12 Step Approach).
These attachments cause the survivor to distrust their own judgment, to distort their own realities so much that
survivors can place themselves at more risk. They are bracing themselves against further hurt and taking
precautions which almost guarantee more pain
A number of signs exist for the presence of a betrayal bond. Check all that you feel are applicable for you:
Everyone around you is having negative reactions so strong that you are covering up, defending, or
explaining a relationship.
There is a constant pattern of non-performance and you are expected to follow through anyway.
There are repetitive, destructive fights that are no win for anybody.
Others are horrified by something that has happened to you - and you are not.
You obsess about showing someone that they are wrong about the abuse, your relationship, or their
treatment of you.
You feel loyal to someone even though you harbor secrets that are damaging to others.
You move closer to someone who is destructive with the desire of converting them to a non-abuser.
S me ne alen , cha i ma,
degrading acts.

c n ib i n ca e you to overlook destructive, exploitive, or

You cannot detach from someone even though you do not trust, like or care for the person.
You miss a relationship even to the point of nostalgia and longing for something that was so awful it
almost destroyed you.
Extraordinary demands are placed on you to measure up as a way to cover up
exploitation of you.
You kee ec e me ne de
c i e beha i
importance of their position or career.

me ne el e

beca e f all f he g d he ha e d ne

he

The history of your relationship is about contracts or promises that were broken, but which you were
asked to overlook.

The items in the checklist all involve exploitation of trust or power or both. They all can result in a bond with a
person who is dangerous and exploitive. Signs of betrayal bonding include:
misplaced loyalty
inability to detach
self-destructive denial
P fe i nal he a i
may remain.

can be

f c ed n hei clien

ndedne

he

ill

el

k he trauma bonds that

Finally, consider the context in which trauma bonds are most likely to occur:
Domestic violence
Dysfunctional marriages
Exploitation in the workplace
Religious abuse
Litigation
Kidnapping
Hostage situations
Cults
Addictions (alcohol, drugs, gambling, eating, sex, and high risk)
Incest and child abuse
Violence in other lands is closer than ever before. Terrorism and hatred leak across our borders. No longer can
we say that is not our problem. The experience of 9/11 underscores the need for awareness about trauma.
Between 1985 and 1993 exposure to violence increased 176% for the average junior high school student. Fifty
per cent of women in our culture will experience some form of sexual assault during their lifetimes
Effects of Trauma on the Brain
When people are profoundly frightened, trauma creates a biological alteration of the brain. At birth, only
primitive structures like the brain stem (which regulates fight/flight) are fully functional. In regions like the
temporal lobes (which regulate emotions and receive input from the senses), early experiences wire the brain
circuitry.
When early trauma/deprivation are present, the circuitry to and within the temporal lobes are profoundly
affected, resulting in emotional and cognitive problems. Our primary brain goes into stimulation and is flooded
with neurochemicals. When the source of the fear goes away, the chemicals go away. The person experiences
cravings. They can become attached to trauma. People become reactive human beings, going from stimulation to
action without thinking. PTSD is reacting years later to early trauma events
Two factors are essential in understanding traumatic experiences - how far our systems are stretched and for how
long. Some events happen only once or just a few times, but the impact is so great that trauma occurs. Trauma by
accumulation sneaks up on its victims. They become acclimatized. Traumas that are horrendous and long lasting
are the worst. Such was the holocaust. Or Vietnam or 9/11.
Emotional scars can be so severe that generations descended from those surviving will react in ways that still
reflect the original trauma. No amount of normalcy makes it safe. Patterns and attitudes evolve far beyond the
individual and are incorporated into family and society.

Here are nine predominant ways that trauma continues to affect people over time. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Trauma reaction
Trauma arousal
Trauma pleasure
Trauma blocking
Trauma splitting
Trauma abstinence
Trauma shame
Trauma repetition
Trauma bonds

Patrick Carnes, Ph.D., CAS ©
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THE MILLER-PATTON ANGER SELF-ASSESSMENT TEST
Check the box under TRUE if you agree with the statement, FALSE if you disagree with it.
THE MILLER-PATTON ANGER SELF-ASSESSMENT TEST
True
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

I use abusive language, such as, name-calling, insults, sarcasm or swearing.
People tell me that I become too angry, too quickly.
I am easily annoyed and irritated and then it takes a long time to calm down.
When I think about the bad things people did to me or the unfair deals that I
have gotten in life, I still get angry.
I often make critical, judgmental comments to others, even if they do not ask
for my advice or help.
I use passive-aggressive behaviors, such as ignoring the other person or
mi ing d
me hing and hen f ge ing ab
i
ge he he
person to leave me alone.
At times, I use aggressive body language and facial expressions, like clenching
my fists, staring at someone, or deliberately looking intimidating.
When someone does or says something that angers me, I spend a lot of time
thinking about what cutting replies I should have used at the time or how I can
get revenge.
I use self-destructive behaviors to calm down after an angry outburst such as
drinking alcohol or using drugs, gambling, eating too much and vomiting, or
cutting myself.
When I get really angry about something, I sometimes feel physically sick
(headaches, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, etc.) after the incident.
It is very hard to forgive someone who has hurt me even when they have
apologized and seem very sorry for having hurt me.
I al a ha e
in an a g men and
e ha I am igh
I usually make excuses for my behavior and blame other people or
circumstances for my anger (like job stress, financial problems, etc.)
I eac
f
a i n badl ha I cann
hinking ab
i
I can
sleep at night because I think about things that have made me angry.
After arguing with someone, I often hate myself for losing my temper.
S me ime I feel ang ha I e h gh ab
killing an he e n
killing myself.
I get so angry that sometimes I forget what I said or did.
I know that some e le a e af aid f me hen I ge ang
he ill alk
n egg hell
a id ge ing me
e
At times I have gotten so angry that I have slammed doors, thrown things,
broken items, or punched walls.

False

True

False

20. I have been inappropriately jealous and possessive of my partner, accusing
him or her of cheating - even when there was no evidence that my partner was
being unfaithful.
21. Sometimes I have forced my partner to do sexual behavior that he or she does
not want to do, or I have threatened to cheat on my partner if he/she does not
do what I want them to do to please me sexually.
22. At times I have ignored my partner on purpose to hurt him or her, but have
been overly nice to other family members or friends.
23. I have kept my partner dependent on me or socially isolated so that I can
control and manipulate their feelings and actions so they will not leave me or
end our relationship.
24. I have used threats to get my way or win an argument.
25. I feel that people have betrayed me a lot in the past and I have a hard time
trusting anyone.
TOTAL YOUR RESPONSES
SCORING THE MILLER-PATTON ANGER SELF-ASSESSMENT TEST
Note: This test is an informal screening test to help you find out more information about your own
feelings and expressions of anger. It is not intended to be a formal assessment.
If
a
e ed
anger problems.

e

If
a
anger.

e

e ed

m e f he e
e i

a em

e i

m

likel ha e m de a e-to-severe

likel at risk for having a problem with your

E e if
a
e ed
e
j
e f he e i
i ma be hel f l lea
me a ge
management techniques to im
e
c i g kill If
a
e ed
e
a d feel a if
you cannot stop from hurting yourself or someone else, please call 911 for immediate help.
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Red Flag Questionnaire ©
The Institute for Relational Harm Reduction
Some red flags are undeniable truths that your body is responding to-- whether you realize
it or not. Many of these are universal Red Flags that women everywhere respond to when in
the presence of a Dangerous Man. The wise woman will take this questionnaire to see how
many Red Flags she is having in her relationship. It is also wise to memorize and UTILIZE
these signs as an opportunity to reexamine the relationship or get help exiting the
relationship.
Check all that apply or even remotely apply. Tell yourself the truth about this relationship.

Red Flag Questionnaire*
You feel uncomfortable about something said or done and the feeling remains
You feel mad, scared, or he reminds you of someone else with a serious problem
You wish he would go away, you want to cry, you want to run away from him
You dread his phone call
You are often bored with him
You think no one else in his life understands him
You think no one else in his life has ever really loved him/helped him
You think you are the only one who can help/love/understand him
Yo ha e he ge o lo e him in o emo ional ellne if ha e e o ible
You think/wish you can help him change o fi hi life
You let him borrow money from you or your friends
You feel bad about yourself when you are around him
You only feel good about yourself when you are with him
You find your identity in your relationship with him
You feel he wants too much from you
Yo a e emo ionall i ed f om him and feel he
ck he life o of o
Your value system and his are very different and it is frequently becoming problematic
Your past and his are very different and there is conflict over it
Yo ell f iend o a e n e abo he ela ion hi
You feel isolated from other relationships
Yo hink he oo cha ming o a li le oo good o be
e
You feel in the wrong because he is always right and goes to great lengths to show you
he is right
You are uncomfortable because he continually says he knows what is best for you
You notice he needs you too frequently, too much, or too intensely
You wonder if he really understands you or just claims to
You are uncomfortable because of inappropriate or too rapid touching of you
You notice his rapid disclosure of his past, relationships, or emotional pain

You sense he is pushing too fast for your emotional connection
He wants you to disclose rapidly too
Although ou don t believe it he claims immediate connection with ou false
intimacy)
You see him pushing too fast for sexual connection with you and you are becoming
willing to not set sexual boundaries with him
You see him as a chameleon and notice he can change to please whoever is in his
presence
You hear his rapid disclosure of previously failed relationships, partners and their
flaws
You notice he mostly talks about himself, his plans, and his future
You see where he spends a lot of time watching violent movies, TV, or video games and
can be preoccupied with violence, death or destruction
You have heard him confess current or previous drug usage/addiction
You have information that he confessed major relationship problems that he handled
poorly
You remember he confessed he has been violent or uses drugs/alcohol when stressed
You know he has multiple children by multiple partners, is inconsistent paying child
support, rarely sees his children, and you find yourself blaming the mother of his
children for his behaviors
You find ourself accepting him for now in our life even though ou have plent of
red flags that would help you terminate the relationships if you paid attention to them
You find you would rather be entertained in this go-nowhere relationship than be
bored alone
You make excuses for the reason you are dating him
You make excuses for his character and minimize his behavior
Your friends famil don t want to be around him
You now make excuses and don t allow others around him because of what they think
of him
TOTAL UP YOUR CHECKMARKS
Where is this relationship going?
If your answers to the above quiz have given you concern, today is a great time to learn to
begin to respond to your red flags so you can weed-out those men who are not a healthy
selection for you.
Excerpted from the book How to Spot a Dangerous Man Before You Get Involved
Workbook A Survival Guide for Women Hunter House

Nothing Bothers Him—I Wish I Were MORE Like Him!
By Sandra L. Brown, MA
At the heart of pathology is a lack of remorse, empathy, and conscience. It sounds
horrible on paper (and it is!) but it looks different in action. Sometimes women wish they
were more like THAT less empathic as a way of getting less hurt.
The d
eall mea ha ( le he
ha e a pathology bent). They are exhausted
by their own mental activity of intrusive thoughts, heartbreak, hypervigilance and
hurting. They just want the pain to go away, and if that means they become callous and
d
gi e a i
then so be it the ll opt for his pathological character traits.
Cluster B Personality Disorders (Borderline, Narcissistic, Anti-Social, Sociopaths and
Psychopaths) have, at the center of their disorder, a complete lack of, or at least a reduced
capacity for, remorse, empathy, and conscience. (We will use the space-saving acronym,
REC, for a lack of these traits Remorse, Empathy, Conscience.) To a certain extent,
only the degree of a lack of REC distinguishes one disorder from the other. Psychopaths
and Sociopaths are at the high end of the spectrum with the most of these traits. But all
four disorders have some of this in them because these disorders overlap each other.
So what does a lack of remorse, empathy, and conscience look like? On the surface, from
your perspective, it looks like either he ca ef ee, or he d e t care what others think of
him or his behavior. It looks like confidence in his choices and his behavior. It looks like
he enjoys his choices and behaviors even if they are negative. It looks like he has an
unwavering commitment to his own thoughts (even when they hurt someone else). On the
surface, it looks good to not be harmed by the thoughts of others. You get to do your own
thing and then be unaffected by how it affects others. You coast along in a cloud of
impenetrable numbness from any negative consequences social, emotional, sexual,
financial, spiritual, or physical, from his behaviors.
However, a lack of REC is the only thing that differentiates us from some animal species.
(Ever try to guilt a cat?) Our ability to feel appropriate guilt is a reflection of our
humanity. That various levels of psychopathology LACK these elements points to the
a h l gical own diminished ability to act humane in certain situations. Why are we
surprised that people who have impaired REC go on to abduct children, hurt pets, steal,
lie, cheat, and act unfaithful? Conscience is related to consequences and the emotional
guilt that accompanies the act. Guilt is the RED LIGHT of our behavior
ed
d
me hi g beca e e d t want to feel guilt. In the end, guilt saves us from hurting
others and ourselves, and living with that awful feeling of regret.
But a pathological, h d e t have that hardwiring to feel remorse or guilt, hurts
others, hurts society and himself although he may not have the insight to recognize it
as self-harm. He leaves a trail of wounded women and children behind him as he goes off
golfing, picking up other women, or to the tanning bed all the while humming a little
song to himself.

His ability to hurt others and go on is NOT something you should admire in him. In a
recent retreat, a woman kept bringing up that she thought this was GOOD that a
pathological remained unscathed by his own belief system and therefore, if we were more
like him, we would be happier because we would react less to what we did.
Tha a ad h gh . I s the only line in the sand that separates us as caring human
beings from a pathological. Our ability to have insight about our behavior is what makes
us somewhat un-pathological. Even though you are hurt and would welcome a bit of
numbing to get away from the pain, you will never be able to throw yourself into the pit
of pathological REC to escape your pain, intrusive thoughts, and other symptoms you
wish would go away.
For those women who are not mutually pathological, the only way to get OUT of pain is
to go THROUGH the pain. Embracing that you can still tell the difference between right
and wrong, a d
d t covet his pathology as something to be admired, means you are
not pathological yourself! Others who have now embraced his worldview of hurting
others, seeing it as good, and wanting to a live a life of power/dominance/status, need
therapy surrounding thei c
m i
of his pathological worldview.
A healthy REC is one of the differentiating aspects that separate us as the fabric of
humanity versus the pathological alien. Embrace that about yourself. Stay positive!
© www.saferelationshipsmagazine.com

